**IndusInd Bank (IIB IN)**

CEO clarity emerges, major overhang removed now

Sumant Kathpalia, consumer banking head will be the new CEO

- As per the filings on exchanges, RBI has approved Sumant Kathpalia as the new CEO of IndusInd Bank with effect from March 24\textsuperscript{th} 2020, which is three years past the retirement of incumbent CEO Romesh Sobti.

Ensures continuity and stability, fears of kitchen sinking unwarranted

- Internal candidate appointed; widely expected and full 3yrs approval given: RBI doesn’t give usually more than three years’ approval. So the approval given for Mr. Sumant Kathpalia is in line with other bank CEOs. For example, ICICI’s board had asked for five years for Sandeep Bakhshi but RBI gave approval only for three. An internal candidate being appointed ensures stability and continuity. There were some apprehension and nervousness in markets as there were some delays in approval from RBI. The fact that Sumant has got three years’ approval is a major positive development in our view. This also quells any speculation regarding external candidates like Rajiv Sabharwal of Tata Capital getting appointed as CEO of the bank.

- Brief profile of Sumant Kathpalia: Mr Kathpalia has been a career banker with over 33 years of experience in large multinational banks like Citibank, Bank of America and ABN Amro. In IIB he was primarily looking after the consumer banking division.

- What is our view about him? We would view this appointment very favourably. The biggest problem in IIB was with its corporate banking book. Retail banking over the years has done very well, particularly on the assets side. There has been some gap on the liabilities side, as there were issues like high concentration of top 20 depositors. Kathpalia particularly plans to address this, and over the past few quarters term deposit growth has been very healthy and deposit growth now has been in line with loan growth, which again was an issue an year ago when loan growth was running way ahead of deposit growth.

Maintain OP; cheap valuations; time to but the stock

- Maintain OP with TP of Rs1558. The stock is at a compelling valuation of 1.6x FY22E P/BV. The CEO transition was a major issue, and this removes a major overhang on the stock. We don’t think there will be any kitchen sinking, and the strategy formulated by the current CEO will continue. In his first public interaction with analyst community in Dec 2019, Mr. Kathpalia told us how he plans to focus on home markets more, tap into NRI community better and also tap into wealth management customers better and his entire focus is to make the balance sheet more granular.
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